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Magai Matiop Ngong was just fifteen when he was sentenced to death in South Sudan.
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Before his life changed forever, Magai loved running. That's why, to draw attention to his case,
Amnesty UK's Anti-Death Penalty Project is asking people to #RunForMagai.
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According to his testimony in court, Magai fired his father’s gun at the ground to warn off his
cousin who was trying to stop him fighting with another boy in his neighbourhood. The bullet
ricocheted and hit his cousin, who later died in hospital. Magai faced trial for murder without a
lawyer. He was convicted and sentenced to death.
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Our research shows that the death penalty is disproportionately used against poor and
disadvantaged people. According to international law, and South Sudanese law, sentencing a
child to death is illegal.
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Last year Magai was finally given access to a lawyer who has helped him file an appeal. He
finally has a chance to turn things around.
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Join us in running for Magai - and help us draw attention to his case. For copies of this leaflet
or for running numbers - please contact deathpenalty@amnesty.org.uk
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Remember to tweet pictures of your #RunForMagai - including @AmnestyUK and
@RepSouthSudan - urging Sudan not to execute a child.
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